
MATH 108 _ QUIZ t2 _ 20 APRIL 2011

Answer all of the following questions in the space provided. Show all work as partial
credit ruav be givert. Attswers without justification, even if they are correct, will earn no
credit.

1. (3 pts. each) Let f (r): #
(a) Find the y-intercept of /(c).
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(b) Find,tgg /(") and,\ry*.f(r).
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2. (2 pts. each) It is estimated that f years from now, the population of a certain country
will be P(t): - , :i*, million people.
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(a) What is the current population?
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(b) What will be the population 30 years from now?
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(c) When will be the population reach 6 million?
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MATH 108 - QUrZ 12 - 20 APRrL 2011

Answer all of the following questions in the space provided. Show all work as partial
credit rttav be giveu. Atmwers without justification, even if they are corlect, will eapr no
credit.

1. (3 pts. each) Let h(t): -Z=.-\-/ r+3e2t'
(a) Find the y-intercept of h(t).

h{o)=,fu=i3
(b) Find,Ugn(t) and,lim h(t).
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(c) In the long run (that is, as f -+ oo), what will be the temperature of the casserole?
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2. (2 pts' each) The temperature of a hot casserole f minutes after it has been removed from
the oven is given by 

"(t) 
:180- 110e-'03t degrees Fahrenheit.

(a) What is the temperature of the casserole when it is removed from the oven?

T(o)= tSo- tla J'ol(o) = tgo -l{0 = TOof
(b) What is the temperature of the casserole 30 minutes after it has been removed. from

the oven?
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